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Evolution of Biomaterials
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There is a clear need for increasingly versatile and effective implantable biomaterials, and to
train qualiﬁed personnel for research and development in the ﬁeld of biomaterials design
and manufacturing. In all these implantable biomaterials, science and technology are
imposing new designs with combinations of new biomaterials, new coatings, and new
design and manufacturing technologies (biomimetic biomaterials, functional biomaterials,
nanotechnology, ﬁnite element modeling, additive manufacturing, 3D printing, tissue
engineering, and drug delivery) that will revolutionize the ﬁeld of implants in the short
term. Biomaterials are part of biomedical engineering and bring together knowledge from
the world of science, engineering, biology, and medicine, being a multidisciplinary ﬁeld
where borders have no place.
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Most likely, life expectancy will increase markedly in the next few years. This fact will simultaneously
bear good and bad news: the good news is, obviously, that most people will agree that the later we die,
the better. The bad news, however, is that there is still a long way to go in the world of biomaterials,
and the increase in medical costs of such prolonged mean life will be huge. Besides, a prolonged life
should also aim to be an enhancement in life quality, both in terms of health and economy.
Therefore, biomaterials must be researched and developed to achieve the right solutions. Nowadays,
there is great implant availability as depicted in Figure 1. Health engineering encompasses the study
of prostheses and implants, surgical instruments and equipment, and all the chemistry and biology
that this entails. The ﬁeld of biomaterials always implies a coordinated effort among different experts
in several areas of knowledge. Without this coordination, absolutely essential, the work in
biomaterials would not be such, since it would consist of the isolated study of different aspects
that, although they may constitute interesting basic studies, escape the ﬁnal objective of the
biomaterial, which requires the realization of many stages, beginning with the manufacture of
the material to be used, continuing with the processing and control of both quality and biohealth
requirements, and ending with the clinical application and its follow-up, implant removal. From the
ﬁrst idea on what to manufacture to solve a problem, up to the insertion of an implant in the patient,
there is a lot of work involving many professionals as diverse as the doctor, the research scientist, the
engineer, the veterinarian, the industrial manager, and the legal counselor, among others. And
during this long journey, remarkably diverse experts must therefore intervene, as beﬁts a
multidisciplinary ﬁeld.
Considering biomaterials as materials independently of biology in their design and their previous
evaluation in vitro and in vivo is a concept that has become obsolete. Of course, they are necessary,
and we can choose with which materials to manufacture them. At ﬁrst it was thought that the most
important thing to manufacture these substitutes for the damaged parts of the human body were the
materials themselves and that if they met the condition of being compatible with it, you could start
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FIGURE 1 | Translation from the laboratory to the patient’s bed.

working with them. Therefore, the important thing was the
material and not the biology. However, the more biomaterials
were known, the more it was favored to consider the biological
world where they were going to be implanted (Ratner et al., 2013;
Vallet-Regí, 2014; Van Blitterswijk and de Boer, 2015; Vallet Regí
and Nanoceramics, 2016; Pawelec and Planell, 2018; Wagner
et al., 2020). Thus, already at the dawn of the 21st century, the
world of biomaterials was aware that the main axis of their
development had to be in biology. This gives rise to tissue
engineering, cell therapy, and gene transfection, where cells are
in charge. In addition, already in the 21st century, nanomedicine
that designs and evaluates the biomaterials at nanometric scale, is
breaking out, which, without a doubt, has given rise to important
applications in the world of biomaterials for use in regenerative
medicine (Vallet-Regí, 2001; Vallet-Regí, 2006; Vallet-Regí, 2010;
Ducheyne, 2017; Atala et al., 2019).
At this point, there is another important reﬂection to make:
drugs are or can be intimately linked to the world of biomaterials.
This is nothing more than a consequence of the interdisciplinary
quality of science; it needs the knowledge of many areas for any
scientiﬁc development. Biomaterials, nanomedicine, and drugs
are closely linked, although nanomedicine had not yet begun its
journey when biomaterials and drugs were already in their teens.
But now, in the year 2022, I think it is essential to contemplate
them together.

from the study of mummies found. In Greece and Rome, from the
7th century B.C. to the 4th century A.D., materials such as metals
and others of natural origin were used for the treatment of
wounds and other problems. In 16th century Europe, gold and
silver were used for dental repair and, later, iron threads to
immobilize bone fractures. At the end of the 19th century,
and because of the technological advances of those times, such
as X-rays, and taking advantage of the wonderful discovery of
anesthesia, along with the fact that surgery began to be practiced
in sterile conditions, metals began to be used to repair internal
parts of the human body. But the application of metals as they
were used then began to create greater problems than the
solutions they provided. These problems were mainly due to
two reasons: corrosion and the lack of sufﬁcient mechanical
properties for the device to adequately fulﬁll the function for
which it had been designed. However, research into materials
useful for the manufacture of prostheses and implants emerged
after World War II. At that time, a clear advance of knowledge in
science and technology was combined with the need to treat
countless wounded because of the war. The work in biomaterials
is nucleated around scientiﬁc societies and the ﬁrst scientiﬁc
journals begin to appear that are collecting research and progress
in biomaterials. But during the 1960s, problems caused by the
presence of certain implants began to be detected, and the
question arose on what to implant and how to do it and,
above all, that the implant did not create more problems than
the solutions it provided. For the ﬁrst time, the term
biocompatibility is used, which is deﬁned as the degree of
tolerance of the material by the organism. To determine
biocompatibility, a series of tests must be carried out

A Little Bit of History
Neanderthal man seems to have used dental implants made of
wood, and in ancient Egypt it also seems that materials were used
to try to repair and solve different body problems, as deduced
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according to pre-established protocols and the subsequent
statistical analysis of the results. In addition, it must be done
for each speciﬁc application and for each system formed by the
material under study and the biological environment with which
it will be in contact. At the end of the 1960s, the world of
biomaterials realized that engineers are needed to successfully
develop implants and substitutes for damaged parts of the body
and, in effect, engineers began to work in the laboratories of
medical, surgical, and dental clinics, and their contributions
began to appear in the biomedical literature. The ﬁrst
Biomaterials Symposium was held at Clemson University in
1969 and marked the starting point of the need to integrate
complementary disciplines to engineering and medicine for the
development of biomedical materials. When engineering joined
the ﬁeld of biomaterials, techniques began to be applied to
characterize the structure and surface of materials, and to
correlate them with the observed biological responses. The
scientiﬁc community of biomaterials was grouped into various
societies, such as the American Biomaterials Society
(United States) founded in 1974 and the European Society of
Biomaterials founded in 1979. In 1978, the ﬁrst International
Congress of Biomaterials was held, acting as the starting signal of
this discipline in the whole world, an area in permanent growth
since then in order to solve all the problems of damaged parts of
the human body (Vallet-Regí, 2019; Wagner et al., 2020).
In terms of nomenclature, the lexicon agreed in 1986 and
published in 1987 was used until 2018. In 2018, at the Chengdu
Conference, the terminology used in biomaterials was revised,
making necessary changes since some terms were still applicable
while others had become obsolete and, most importantly, new
ones that had been generated because of the great advance in the
world of biomaterials had to be included. In 2019, the new
deﬁnitions were published (Zhang and Williams, 2019), and
are the ones that are currently being used.

prostheses. In addition, there is a growing link between gene
therapy and RM. Cell therapy seeks to place genes in cells to
implant them. Current interest in reprogramming adult cells into
iPS cells is driving gene-cell linkage in the use of a genetic
approach to various therapies (Vallet-Regi and Salinas, 2021).
Usually, regeneration describes the process by which lost
tissue is replaced by the proliferation of specialized cells. In
humans, the process is limited to some tissues, such as bone.
In this sense, the aim of RM is to regenerate, mainly, by supplying
cells, in particular stem cells that can stimulate regeneration.
Similarly, repair is the replacement of lost tissue with granulation
tissue that matures to form scar tissue. Organ regeneration is
different from organ repair after an injury. Repair leads to
restoration by synthesis of scar tissue without restoration of
normal tissue. Since the goal of RM is to return the patient to
a healthy state, repair can be considered within technologies such
as surgery. In most cases, the goal of regeneration is to restore
impaired function.
RM includes tissue engineering, genetic engineering, and
molecular activators, and is an interdisciplinary ﬁeld of
research focused on the repair, replacement, or regeneration of
cells, tissues, or organs to restore impairment of function
resulting from birth defects, disease, trauma, or aging. RM
uses several techniques that go beyond traditional biomolecule
transplantation and substitution therapies, gene therapy, stem
cell transplantation, tissue engineering, and reprogramming of
cell and tissue types. Currently, there are commercial MR-based
products to treat skin ulcers or knee cartilage lesions. These
therapies usually include a scaffold made of biomaterials. It is
expected that there will be more therapies with embryonic stem
cells as well as more therapies with embryonic stem cells and
temporary scaffolds, but in those situations where structural
tissue is needed, it is hard to track results, it is hard for cells
alone to succeed. Therefore, although stem cells are the central
element of RM, many clinical applications need the use of
scaffolds, often manufactured with bioceramics.
Regenerative medicine has gained remarkable momentum due
to the aging population. The needs of tissue replacement/repair
and the great developments in science and technology of the 21st
century have driven an accelerated and sustained growth in the
use of biomaterials for numerous clinical areas with a great
economic and social impact.
Biomaterials are essential for regenerating bone in unfavorable
situations such as when there are critical defects or infection
occurs (García-Alvarez et al., 2017). Every year more than two
million bone grafts are implanted in the world, with autografts
being the “gold standard” since their pores are of different sizes
and the osteogenic biomolecules and stem cells they contain make
them osteoconductive, osteoinducing, and osteogenic. However,
autografts have limitations such as the amount of bone available
and increased surgery time, morbidity, and pain. Therefore, the
aim is to develop synthetic biomaterials with the characteristics of
autografts but without their limitations. Tissue engineering
approaches seek to regenerate bone using stem cell and
pluripotent therapies (Manzano and Vallet-Regí, 2018;
Manzano and Vallet-Regí, 2019; Vallet-Regí et al., 2019;
Colilla and Vallet-Regí, 2020; Vallet-Regí et al., 2020). Bone

Regenerative Medicine
Regenerative medicine (RM) emerged from clinical practices,
such as the design of surgical implants, the use of scaffolds
based on biomaterials, or the transplantation of organs or
bone marrow and is closely related to tissue engineering. This
practice has limitations, such as the loss of prostheses over time,
inﬂammatory process induced by scaffolding, contamination of
bone marrow aspiration, or the need to take immunosuppressive
drugs after organ transplantation. The bases of RM are human
stem cells that can be of adult or embryonic origin and can also be
the so-called induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS) obtained by
reprogramming of adult cells. Human embryos are not the ideal
source. Therefore, obtaining iPS cells is an attractive approach, as
it involves the transfer of genes to human cells, which brings RM
closer to gene and cellular therapies.
Cell researchers generally try to use as few synthetic
biomaterials as possible. However, the biomedical tissue
regeneration industry is combining cell therapies with others
based on genes, biomaterials, and drugs. An effective RM focused
on human stem cells could replace pharmaceuticals and
biomedical prostheses. For instance, RM focused on cartilage
regeneration can give way to a rational development of
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tissue engineering starts from biocompatible porous scaffolds,
often manufactured with bioactive bioceramics (calcium
phosphates, bioactive glasses), osteoconductive, which are
decorated with osteoinductive molecules and in which the
cells, osteogenic, can differentiate and proliferate. The new
biomaterials, in addition to regenerating tissue, must provide
mechanical support during healing and avoid possible infection
processes caused by surgery. Figure 1 illustrates the situation of
biomaterials from the here and now to those of the near future.
Collaboration between doctors and basic researchers is
essential to reach a solution applied in medicine, but that is
not always easy to achieve. First of all, it is difﬁcult to have the
necessary time to achieve this effective interaction, since
clinicians have an enormous clinical workload and do not
usually have much time to devote to research, and those who
do it with enormous effort cannot do it systematically and
constantly.
Second, the language used by both parties is different, and a
joint effort must be made. The needs and priorities are different,
the academic must understand well what the clinician needs to be
able to carry out for an effective work and have a lot of patience to
get to fruition. To all this we must add that, in general, their
workplaces are far away, physically separated, which is another
cause to make more difﬁcult a continuous and systematic work
that involves meeting frequently to understand mutual needs and
seek solutions, as well as constantly monitoring the progress and/
or failures that are being achieved.

biology will provide the solutions to medical problems.
Nanotechnology is developing rapidly and incessantly
toward the prevention and treatment of infectious and
aggressive diseases that cannot be successfully treated with
conventional techniques. Incessant advances in the
preparation of nanosystems with applications in the ﬁeld of
medicine have led to new challenges in the design of intelligent
materials capable of responding to clinical demands (Manzano
and Vallet-Regí, 2020). Designing devices and techniques to
image tumor tissue and manufacture, when necessary, spare
parts for the human body using tissue engineering and cell
therapy are other major challenges to achieve. The surface of
any implant plays a critical role in achieving modiﬁcations that
increase biological efﬁciency and performance. We must bear
in mind new discoveries in biological research such as CRISPR
technology or human embryonic stem cells. After almost
8 years of development in biomaterials, it is possible to
think that many future biomaterials will be rooted in tissue
engineering and nanotechnology, but we must also emphasize
what can be done, in the shorter term, so that research on
biomaterials reaches the clinic as quickly as possible and
improves the lives of patients, in the present. The road
from the laboratory to the patient’s bed is long and
tortuous. The journey that begins in research at the
laboratory must end in the clinician’s hands, and therefore
it is essential to perform a complex but unavoidable
translational leap in the world of biomaterials if we want
them to serve for what they have been designed.

Some Thoughts on the Biomaterials
Industry
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Toward the Near Future
Future developments in biomaterials will need all size scales:
pico, nano, micro, and macro, and cellular and molecular
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